[The effect of acetylcholine on shifts in the spatial synchronization of the cortical potentials in the rabbit evoked by the reversible interruption of the mammillary body connections].
To study the role of cholinergic transmitter system in the maintenance of sychronizing limbic influences, the dynamics of the spatial distribution of the changes of cross-correlation coefficients of rabbits EEG led by 24 electrodes, was estimated at application of acetylcholine solution to the visual cortical area in combination with anode polarization of mammillary bodies. Acetylcholine, which separate effect was connected with a restricted increase of the spatial synchronization of potentials, completely eliminated the effects of isolated polarization expressed in a significant decrease of a half of calculated correlation coefficients between EEGs of the visual and motor cortical areas. Nonspecific cholinergic synchronizing system is supposed to exist which is active under the conditions of the mammillo-thalamo-cortical connections being intact.